FEATURES
LOCKABLE CORK AND COVER
CHARGES IN 2 HOURS*
OPTIONAL CENTER CANISTER AND INSERT TO EXTEND HOLD TIME

PERFORMANCE
ABSORBED LN2 CAPACITY ------------------------------------------ 6.2
STATIC EVAPORATION RATE (EXCLUDING INVENTORY) --------------- 0.35 L/DAY (HOLD TIME OVERRIDES NER SPECIFICATION)
STATIC HOLD TIME** (EXCLUDING INVENTORY) --------------------- 16 DAYS
INSERT HOLD TIME ----------------------------------------------------------- 2 DAYS

UNIT DIMENSIONS
NECK OPENING inch(mm) ----------------------------------------- 3.8 (96.7)
OVERALL HEIGHT (TOP OF LID) inch(mm) -------------------------- 22.0 (559)
OUTSIDE DIAMETER inch(mm) -------------------------------------- 14.5 (368)
EMPTY WEIGHT LBS(kg) ------------------------------------------- 25.1 (11.3) (+/- 5% TYPICAL)
CHARGED WEIGHT (EXCLUDING INVENTORY)*** LBS(kg) --------------- 36.0 (16.3) (+/- 5% TYPICAL)
FULL WEIGHT (EXCLUDING INVENTORY) LBS(kg) ---------------------- 60.2 (27.3) (+/- 5% TYPICAL)

CANISTERS
(QUANTITY) SIZE ----------------------------------------------- (4) 11"X3.2"OD (279mmX81mmOD)
(1) 11"X3.2"OD (279mmX81mmOD)

PLASTIC SHIPPING CONTAINER
PPSC ------------------------------------------------------------- PN 11912460
MDD 93/42/EEC CERTIFIED

* ONLY APPLIES FOR COLD TANKS, WARM TANKS SHOULD BE PRE-COOLED OVERNIGHT, TOPPED-OFF IF NECESSARY, THEN EMDTIED AND SHIPPED FOR LONGEST HOLD TIME
**FACTORS SUCH AS AGE OF UNIT, QUANTITY OF INVENTORY, AMBIENT ENVIRONMENT, SHIPPING CONDITION, AND USE OF ACCESSORIES, ETC CAN NEGATIVELY AFFECT UNIT HOLD TIME
*** PLEASE NOTE THAT THE CHARGE WEIGHT IS NOT AN INDICATION OF UNIT PERFORMANCE